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NATURE, nEASON, and ETERNITY:
Images of the Divine Vision in The }1'our Zoas

by

Cathy Shaw

English Honors }i;ssay

April

26,1973

In The Four Zoas Blake wages mental ,/Ur against nature
mystery, reason and tyranny.

land

As a dream in nine nights, the 1..Jorld

of The Four Zoas illustrates an unreal world which nevertheless
represents the real t-lorld to Albion, the dreamer.

The dreamer is

Blake's archetypal and eternal man; he has fallen asleep
the floitlerS of

Beulah.

a~ong

The t-lorld he dreams of is a product of

his own physical laziness and mental lassitude.

In this world,

his faculties vie 'tvi th each other for pOi-vel' until the ascendence
of Los, the imaginative shapeI'.

Los heralds the apocalypse,

Albion rem-Jakas, and the itwrld takes on once again its original
eternal and infinite form.
rfhe F01J.r Zoas, . . Jhich is subtitled The

TOl~ments

of Love and

Jealousy in The Death and Judgement of Albion the Ancient Han.,
is one version of the Blakean fall, struggle, redemption, and
apocalypse Hhich comprise Blake's epic theme.

Blake feels that

the Bible has been misunderstood or mistranslated by fallen man;
Blake accepts the task of reinterpreting a "Bible of Hell ll
in accordance Hith the Council of God,' Universal family, or
Eternals..

Blake does not d01.lbt that he is lithe right genius at

the right time [WhO) might speak the great Hord that ['HilJ:] shatter
the 1-10..118 of the human prison II. 1
the

se1f-im~ortculce

This belief does not reflect

of an egoJnaniac because Blake sincerely

believes tbc,t an an artist, he serves the universal imagination
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I

and helps his society understand its traditions and visualize its
ideal state..

As an imaginative shaper, Blake 'Hill finally

disappear behind the shape he creates.

Blake does beli~ve 1hat

his creations are highly conscious acts, but this conSClousness
is'part of the universal imagination which shines through Blake
(and through other visionary poets, such as Hilton)..

Only the op-

poser of tbis consciousness, Blake f s self-appropriating vlill, lusts
after personal recognition, wealth, fmae and self-aggrandizement ..
In his first attempt at epic, Blake creates vJhat Prye
calls lithe greates t abortive masterpiece in English li teI'ature. 112
!

The poet abandons the unengraved Flour Zoas after ten years of
struggle and revision.

Ultimately he finds that its conception

~

lacks room for"meaningful accountle of the leap from struggle
to ·apocalypse..

ir,lhy should Los t s tearing apart of the heavens in

the beginning of Hight IX necessarily be the final tearing apart
of the heavens?

Blake's apocalypse in this poem is too

~ernal

and impersonal; it praises Beulah, the sun, the morning, and
the earth; it does not alloH Blake to express fully his vision
of a reconstituted human imagination.

Nevertheless, Blake has

created an exUberai'1t testament to his ,own imaginative pOi,.;ers from
which he can salvage many poetic techniques..

One of these is

the development of a pich and meaningful lIalphabet of images!l3
which 1.vill serve him Hell in I·lilton and Jerusalem ..
v·men He disCllSS images in Blake, our approach must be
imaginati ve rather, than analytic.
readily to rational analysis:

The Four Zoas does not yield

the s:yTrlbolism is sometimes obscure,
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s~ado1try.

the plot puzzling, the forms Hater'Y and the semblances

\

The poem i? unfinished and unrevised; this accounts for some of
the structural problems the reader encounters ..

Blake never.intended

to publish the poem, but he did not destroy the manuscript .. \ The
reader can rescue a fairly coherent embodiment of Blake's visionary
universe from The Four Zoas, even though some crucial questions
about that universe are left unanswered ..
Critics have not been kind to Blruce.
and misinterpreted:

He has been ignored

he has been called a neo-Platonist, a

mystic, o/gnostic,4 but Blake is essentially Blakean..

In the

) Lrv.-~ ~AM.,o ~

last tVlenty-five years Blakes~ emerged from critical obscuri ty,
not least of all because Blru{e I s vision has contemporary
relevance..

Nuch catching up has been demanded of cri tics, hm-;ever,

and as a result, the commentary available on f.rhe l?our Zoas (and
the . other longer poems) has thus far been limi te,d in quantity and
in scope.

Hany critics have devoted themselves'to sorting out the

events of the poem and locating Biblical, mythological, and
references in their proper sources ..

conhl"'lfcr~rf

These are important

tesks, but Blake'S poetry has been somet-That brushed over in the
process of reinterpreting Blake 1 s vision.

N01:J

we sho1,lld return

to Blake's poetry itself and let it express Blake's vision.
A look at the poetry 'Hill inevitably digress at points into explanations and interpretations of dramatic events in the poem,
but if we concentrate on R:lake I s imagery, l,..J'e viill arrive at
,a satisfying understanding, in poetic terms, of Blake's
visioriary universe.
Blake's images are intense.

They are used to express emotions,
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thoughts, themes, states of mind.

They reflect and illwra ....
\

inate each other:

'tv-hen the reador I s logic fails him, his imagina-

tionAumps the gap beti-Jeen phrases.
ror example:

In this phrase from Night I~,

"',Jhon Luvah & Vala were closd up in their,

wor~d

of shadowy forms/ Darkness was all beneath the heavens only a little
light/ such as gloHs out from sleeping spirits appeard in-the
deeps beneath/ Ii.S 1>lhen the 1>..;ind sweeps over a Corn field the
noise of souls/ Thro I all the immense borne dOim by Clouds
swagging in autvJUlal heat" (IX,131,22-26), the wind sw'eeping
over the tOl"nfielGt gives motion, soft sound, and an added vi tali ty
to the soft light of sleeping spirits.

The imagery creates a

poetic logic acceptable to the imagination.

The

mefu~ingis

enriched when the phrase is read in its context; the light motif
in this passage, for example, has implications in Blake's larger
schemes (or themes) of vision and reason.

Blake is skilled in

creating images, but after all, any good poet should be able to
create intense, evocative, and illuminating images.
'tvfu~t

l1e 'tvill

nOH' to explore Blake I s images" specifically in T'ne

POU1'>

Zoas,

to see hOH they help us envision Blake's universe.
Blake I S description of Albion right before the- apocalypse
c,

in Night IX reveals the underlying meaning to most of the poem's
images:
On this rock lay the faded head of the Eternal Han
Em,trapped round wi th weeds of death pale cold in sorrOH
and 't-Joe
He lifts the' blue lrullPS of his Eyes and cries with heavenly
voice

ShaH (5)

BO'\-J'ing his head over the consuming Universe he cri6d

o 'Healcness and 0 wearinlJess

0 l,-J'ar Hi thin my members

My sons exiled from my breast pass to & f:robefore mel
My birds are silent on my hills

flocks die beneath m;
branches

Hy tents are fallen my trllmpets

&,

the sweet sounds· of my
harp

Is silent on my clouded hills that belch forth storms & fires
My milk of cows & honey of bees & fruit of golden harvest

MY

robe is turned to confusion & my bright gold to stones

\'lhere once I sat I weary walk in misery and pain
For from l,V'i thin my 1-vi therd breast groi·m narrOH with my vJOes
The Corn is turnd to thistles the apples into poison
The birds of'song to murderous cro't-Js

Ny joys to bi tter
groans

Page 120
The voices of children in my tents to cries of helpless
infants
- .', 'f

all ex! led

from the face of light & Shine of morning

In this dark Horld a narrOi·'Il' house I ,\-lander yp & down
I hear Hystery hot-J'ling in these flames of Consummation
i'Jhen shall the Han of future times become as in days of old

o
~ro

Heary life 'tV'hy sit I here & give up all my pOHel"'s
indolence to the night of death when indolence &

Sit hovering over my dark threshold .. tho I

aris~

mourning

look out

And scorn the Har within my members yet my heart is weak
And my head faint Yet t1ill I look again unto the morning

Shaw (6)

\~ence

is this sound of rage of men drinking each

~thers
!

blood
Drunk Hith the smoking gore & red but not nourishing Hina
('IX, 119,
l~en

28~120, 1\2 1;'5
I

Albion speaks of Ilwar vii thin my members 11 he refers to the Har

among the four zoas, Urizen, Luvah, Tharmas, and Urthona, \>Tho
represent the faculties of man.
i(l.)~,

Blrure anglicized a Greek word,

1-1hich referred to the four beasts l;Jho dreH the chariot of God

2n Ezekiel's vision.

Blrure construed

-at the plupal form, llzoas ll •

z~a

as singular, and arrived

Each zoa can be described, though

not a.bsolutely defined, since Blake's conceptions, though never
arbitrarY!I are quite complex.
6utline of imagination
fallen 1<forld.

Urizen resembles the intellect, the

in eternit'!I and a cold reasoner in the

Luvah is the faculty of emotion and passio'n; in

Eternity
he gives the desire to Urthona's imaginative shaping.
_':"0
Thamnas'represents instinct, vJhich in Eternity tends tm-lards uni ty
and in Generation tends toward chaos.

The zoas and their relation-

ship to the fallen Albion will become clearer as 'tve progress, but
for nOH

lrle

can best undeT'stand the zoas if we remember that their

falls took place simultaneously and that none of them understands
what has happened to others (or even tOo himself, since he is now
self-divided).

vn~en

a zoa talks about the events that led to

Albion f S fall, he is telling the story frorn his ovm point 'of view.
In this 1tTay the reader get different interpret'ations of 'Hhat happened
1!-Then Albion fell.' If the reader does not realize that each story
is a retelling of the

S8Jn~

event, the plot seems to be confusing.

6
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Fo110Hing h.is lament, Albion calls upon Urizen to "Come forth
\

from slumbors of tho cold abstraction ll (IX, 120, 19).

By invoking

Urizen, Hho is the prince of fallen reason, directly after his cry
against the 1"uin of fallen nature, Albion has brought togetJer the

I

reason and the nature 13hich Blake attempts to redeem and humanize
in The l:;'our Zoas.

A look at the passage quoted reveals the B1akean

essence of Albion:

Albion begins as a weary human head and becones

a landscape.

He has not only human form--head, eyes, heart--but

he also embraces the natural forms of the universe--branches,
birds, bees, hills.

Corn and apples reside

lrd

thin Albion t s breas t;

the croHing of birds echoes Albionts groans of bitterness.
Blake hints at the redeemed vision--the vision Hhich sees the universe
as a vast human form, but thus far Albion is landscape and nature
only insofar as nature traps Albion in its endless cycles.
AlbJ.on feels estr'anged from himself; . v;hen he perceives natu.re
as outside himself, 01" outside his powers, then nature seems to
: be a cT'uel mistress of suffering and death.
itself to survive.
nature, his

Oi-In

1Jature must consume

Hhen man observes the cruelty of an objective

soul becomes naturalized and he developS a natural

religion called Deism.

Because he cannot re'solve th~ existence

of suffering 11ith the belief in a beneVolent God, the Deist believes
in a remote creator '\riho leaves man to Hork out his
~n

accordance i,ri th the 1m-iS of nature.

understood through reason, and these
sys tems of cause and effect.
~o

Oirm

beliefs

The 1m-IS of nature can be

18.1.~s

revolve around mec:tfnica1

I'Juen man places his fai th in reason,

he accepts the sta'tus; he accepts his

Ot-ln

nature as a part of the

universal scheme of nature; he lives by common ~ense, a faculty

ShaH (8)

iihich' Blake detests..

Common sense dictates laws of condiJ-ct which
\

restrain emotion, instinct
son ..

and

imagination under the rule of rea-

As one object in the natural scheme of the universe'.1an

is then subject to the tyranny of tl1.var(sJ, Princedom[s], v~9tor [ies)II (I,11,24), pestilence, and mortality ..
man ignores the deeper life of the spirit.

The naturalized

Because he cannot un-

cover all of nature's secrets, he Horships nature's mystery, instead of turning to his own heartCt'l7hich is the true place of
God according to Blake).:):.

Albion's IIheart is weak tl before the apo-

calypse, but ivhen nature and Albion reassume the human form, AIbion t S heart i>1ill expand and contract '\-.J'ith the strong steady
rhythm of the universe;

the heart i..rill

~

that rhythm, and

Albion will be that universe ..
Blake gives the humanization of reason and nature a 'poetic
form; the process of hll.'Tlanization reveals itself largely throug..h
the series of images I,Jhich Blake develops throughout the poem.
Hany of these images are included ip Albion r s key passage quoted
earlier..

A look bacl{ at that passage reveals these i~ges as they

appear in various thematic

contex~inThe

Four Zoas.

The theme of

nature is invoked in IIweeds of death~r, "birds ", IIhills ", -flocks

"thistled corn ll ,

and IlHyat ery Tl.

Albion invokes reason through

his use of 1Ilightfl and IIdarkll, since light is an ironic epithet
for Urizen..

Finally, humanization is suggested in the parts of

the body--eyes, head, heart--ivhich, though 1:1eak, retain the
power and desire tOo "look unto the

morning~

II,
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I
Like his Augustan predeces sors, Blake IS ;)oetic ideab begin Hi th
nature ..

The'natural religion of the Age of Reason, however,

worshipped nature's order and refused to see anything

~ything

or

fallen in nature .. '~

beyon~ ~ature,

"itlliatever is, is right" sun1s

up Frye, liTo the Augustan, art is an imitaticl1 of nature which
progressively refines and improves nature .. lI .'l'

The poet finds

his forms and his images in nature;'he uses his five senses to
dra\'j material from the vJOrld to serve as a basis fOl'" reflection
and abstraction..

Frye clarifies his vie,,,, when he tells us ttthe

immediate source of poetr>y is not so much an external nature as a
stock of sense experiences an~eflect,ions 1'Jhich have been accumulated, selected, and preserved'by memory ..

The memory is therefore

the source of the forms and themes of poetF.f=

.

imagination is

concerned only Hi th the unf'\mctional decoration vrhich f'ollQ1,vs the

"10

creati ve process. II'

,

I am not prepared to attack or defend Frye1s evaluation of
Augustan poetry, but another opinion on Augustan poetry may be
helpful.

fl .. Day Le'His explains that liThe Augu.stans T,Jepe interested

in ideas and in the versification of ideas:

for them the function

of metaphor and simile was to illustrate ideas, not to create
them ...... Their images aim less high than the Homantics--aim
to malee a point or outline a picture, rasher than to rocl;:et the poem
into

a stratosphere

of infinite meaning. 1111'

I run in danger here

of inadvertently classifying Blake as a Romantic; I am also in-

,.

voking bold statements about Augustan poetry, 1'1hich I have never
studied..

I "J'Quld like to dispose "Ii th categories and classifications

and point out that Frye t s and Day f s co-::nments are useful in that

Shaw (10)

I
,

they provide a clear contrast between one type of poetic~ (supposedly Aurustan) and Blake's thought..

Blake's muse is not a daughter

of memopy, but a daughter of inspiration, known in The ).<'our Zoas
as a

II

DaughteI' of Beulal1 l1

(1,4,3).

Bla'ke presumes to

visua~ize

God 'and Eternity; no passive, dOi<m-to-earth reverie vJill
satfsfy his yearning for the divine.

Instead, I11o.::e sees in nature

the images and archetypes of eternity.

As an artist, Blrute attempts

to animate nat'ure, to give it the life of his creating mind, in'-stead of. the passi vi ty of his reflecting mind.

In Blake

IS

thjught,

-the human and the divine ape one, but only insofar as the human is
truly human, and not natural.

~'i11.en

the poet infuses nature i-Ji th

his acti ve perceiving consciou'sness, then this consciousness,
this lI,image-fOrmin~ imagination l2'Til11 Crel:;lte a paradisa! ga1"'den
orit of the wilderness of nature."~1Eventually, even this parndisal
garden. i'.Till disappear and man 'tvill be left 'Hi th his OHn infinite
mental reality.
Since The Four Zoas begins wi th the Fall, the nature iIe meet
in Night I belongs to the world of Generation, or experience as
we perceive it using common sense.
vision and fallen lIinto Division • •
Decay & Death"

(1,4,4-5).

Albion has lost the divine

•

into the Generation of
,

Without th~ divine vision, the world be-

comes a Hilderness of sad and senseless suffering.
.

tatio~--life

·Endless vege-

consuming itself in pangs of birth and death--is the

law of nature.

Enion, a loving but forlorn earth mother, '\,vails for

the world "s 'ltl!'ong:;.
hlhy does the Raven cry al:oud and no'

eye

pities :her1...

lw.y fall the sD'frrow & the Robin in the foodless winter?

ShUVJ (11)

Faint!

Shivering they sit on leafless bush, or

!

frp~en

stone

\

t{earied Hi th seeking food across the snovJY Haste; the little
Heart, cold; and the little tongue consum'd, that once

"

in thoughtless

jO~

Gave songs of grati tude to 'Having corn fields round their

..

. . . . . ..

. . . . . . ..

.. ..

nest

.. ..

. . . . .. .. . . .

The Spider si ts in his labourd Web, eager vJatching for the
Fly
Presently comes a farnishd Bird &

takes ai;JaY the Spider

His 101eb is left all desolate, that his li ttle anxious heart
So careful 'tvove;

&;

spread it out Hith sighs and weariness.
(I~17,2-7;

18,306).

Nature is cruel in winter and in summer; she is cruel. to birds,
mammals," insects, bushes..
tas ted.

Suffering can be hea1. . d, seen, felt,

Blalre wants Albion to vIake up and expand his perceptual

awareness and his sensual receptivity..
he will be able to see through

If he expands enough,

the veil of nature, which hides

Eternity from the natural man.
The image of the '\!Jeb is reminiscent of the veil or i,rJOof
of Enion, woven into the Circle of Des"tiny (Hhich implies cycles
and limitations of nature).

Enion has herself Hoven the web of

sUffering ltJhich she nOH laments and in which she is now trapped.
As the emanation or out1fard form of Tharmas, the fallen body,
Enion creates a fallen nature (Vlhich 'j,'JQuld not exist if rrharmas
had not fallen).

"The fallen physical universe is a vast 'j,"laste-

land of i'linter, leafless bushes, frozen stones, snoi--!y Hastes,
hungry winds, sandy deserts, and desolate vIebs, but this was

Sha:tv (12)

not al'Hays true.

I
Once, before the fall from innocence, rhe spar-

rOH and the robin sang songs with thoughtless (i.e. unself-conscious) joy. There, t;'-'uth or harmony WCl.S immediate and unsought. 13
The

~ornfields

and the nest and tho song 'Here the promise

o~,

the state of innocence--the promise of security, a plentiful
-'

harvest, harmony Hith God--but the reality of experience denies
~his

promise.

Nature's grief is that she must consume herself

in order to survive, and this necessity leads to possessiveness,
jealousy, and the torments of the natural heart.

Enion cannot

reconcile the discrepancy betl'leen innocence and experience.

She

cannot answer her own questions, for she cannot recognize such
natural cruelty and still believe in a benevolent God.

Enion

may realize that an entirely nevI' and imaginative solution (an
apocalypse) will be necessary if innocence and experience are
to be reconciled ..

As Frye suggests!, "T'nere lurks the feeling

that joy is based on ex:clusion, that the Yule log can blaze
cheerfully only when the, freezing beggars in the streets are, for
the moment, left to freeze.

1I1~ Enion 'Hill lament until somehoH

the innocence of Eden is restored.
In one sense, the entire epic expands upon and attempts
to answer lillian I s lament, for the poem' takes us from the moony
,
universe of Beulah intimated in Night I through Ulro and Generation,
to the Eden of Night IX.

Host of the poem takes place in Gen ...

eration, in vlhich the contraries, reason and energy, 'Vlar 'Hi th each
other,. creating the eternal strife of nature.

The tyranny of na-

ture reigns in society as Hell as in living organisms, for
II

J along Tyburn s

groans [run

I

brook and along the Hi ver of OXford/

Shaw (13)

Among the Druid Temples ll

(11,25 .. 7-8).

In Blake t s interpretation,
\

r::
Druid.::i.sm refers to sacrificial nature worshipl.!), and, includes
human sacrifice.

(Actually, all nature 1s sacrificial in that it

is self-devouring.)

Blake feels that the gallows at Tyburn land

the university at Oxford destroy man's liberty, limit his percepo

-

tions, and keep him bound to the natural worJ-d..

The tyranny of

l1ature is reiterated in different forms throughout the poem, as
we shall see.
Heam-Jhile, let us return to the imagery of Enion' s lament.
Some psychologists; anthropologists, or philosophers of the mind
(Jung, for ex~nple) subscribe to a theory of collective unconscious 'tvhich attempts to interpret the imagex'y of dre&"'11s,
Ii terat1.H'e, or even thought.. in terms of archetypal images ..
Each image has a meaning (or at least a series of associations)
,

'

easily accessible to any human being simply because she or he is
a human being.

l/le may disagree 'lrIi th this theory; we realize that

,the theory is an incomplete assessment of the meaning of images
in literature.

Some images are extremely personal (to the point

of obscurity sometimes) and yet their arrangement in a poem can
o

create a satisfying self-consistency in which the reader perceives
a unity of experience unrelated to archetypal images.

Never-

theless He may at least agree that Blake's use of imagery is
self-consistent.

Blake may develop or enhance his meanings and

associations; he may even invoke an image ironically; but for the
most part, an image in The Pour Zoas evokes for Bla...1{e the same
associations Hhich' he evoked 'Hhen he used the image in an earlier
work.

Frye has sugges ted that by the time Shakespeare 'lrlrote

Shaw (14)

The Tempest, he could barely write a line of verse witho-(;.t invok\

ing one of his recurrent thematic ~d archetypal images. 16
n:ad'achieve~

10

a similar alphabet of images (understandable

anyone who had learned Blake's language) by the time he

Blake

wro~e
I

Jeru.salem, Hhich is Qne reason why that poem can be so compact.
B~akets

imagory is still developing in The Four Zoas, but it has

a:).ready achieved a' rich meaning based on Blake t s earlier works.
Critics have suggested that B18Jce made up the names for his
mythological characters to avoid inaccurate associations i·Ii th
classical and Christian characters from other> stories;
assume that v:11on he

i)Se~;

can

a con:mon name or a cornman image, that

he intends, at least partially, to invoke those
'- '. In the i'JOrld

1'.f8

ofExper~eilce, "the

associations~

eird isl smallaild path-'

etically helpless, though somel;-1hore he retains his potential
to fly..

In better times, the bird soars unfettered above Hhat-

ever troubles he may find on earth.

To man he often symbol-

izes freedom, energy, or heavenly pursuits..

vIe

have met the

robin and the :'JparrOi'IT in a Song of Innocence called The Blossom.
This song is happy enough--it invokes the benign aspects of innocence 'Hhen the ~parroVJ and robin find securi ty in the bosom of
nature, but it has a sinister undertone.

The blossom is just as

happy to observe a merry :sparro'ltJ as it is to see a sobbing tobin ..
The eye of pity has been replaced by the eye of indifference.
The same is true of Enion's lament.

Blruce has introduced one of

his major themes: it is not until the eye takes pity on the
sufferings of this world that the possibility of a better world
can exist in the imagination..

If the eye hardens itself to

suffering, if it accepts suffering as the inevitable \·my things

ShaH (15)

J

are, then neither the eye nor the bird Hill be able to sfar
t

above the
p~ty

n~isery

of this world..

In Blake I s fourfold universe,

is the virtue of the land of 6eulah, which leaQs to the

Gates of Eden..

Beulah is lit by the

tl

affec~ionll

moon of pitying'

rather than the " sun of active passionl!

l~

i

in Eden, but the three-

fold vision of Beulah, in which the contrary states (\vill and
senses in the case. of the divided Los, desire and reason (or vision
in Eden) in the case of Luvah and Urizen) of the tvlOfold
Generation are married by pity, leads directly into the fourfold

V ,
~fold .Go()n~n
~

vision"

;In important aspect of the

:Corgi veIles s

is' the

of sins, :ioJhichtis ~:-a,;major~:'theme'.of .JQ;)rus alem.

Blake believes the cycles of cause and effect can be. broken by
fox-giveness..

Certainly forgiveness begins '..rith pity..

(Blake

does make a distinction in TheF'our Zoas betHcen possessive
pity and'imaginative pity..

1barmas is guilty of the fix-st kind

in Night I Hhen he embraces Enitharmon, thus seeking to appropriete for himself "'Jhat belongs to another.
- sacrifice himself to the forming of

lI

Los's impulse to

embodied semblances·1f

(90~ 9)

in Night VII gives us an example of imaginative pi ty. )
But to get back to nature, as Percival points out, lilt would
be a platitude to say that the panorama of the natural Horld
provides

[ill

/

inexhaustible fund of illustration for the states of

the mind and soul,1I

10
11:»

but the platitude is nevertheless central

to an unders tanding of Blake, Hho i!J l.timately believe_s that the
mental reality is the only reality and that nature is
image of man in a state of absence from God .. 1111

If

the outward

This outward image

is suggested in the human attrib'utes given to 61.. ktt~ animals and
insects:

cries, sighs, songs, shivers, heart, tongue..

That these
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human attributes are also ordinarily considered animal

a~tributes

,
(i. e.. birds do have hearts, tongues), does not \-leaken Percival's

vie'H, but may even emphasize it.

.

One of rOake's common dramatic techniques is his

deVi~e

of contrasting content and context for an ironic result.

In

the case of huion's lament, the irony is directed at the reader, and the reader may only discover Blake'S irony on a second
reading.

Enion's lament must be understood in its context i.e.

it is the la.'1lent of the fallen oub-lard form of the human body.
It may not represent/Blake's true conception of nature; it may
represent only one aspect of that conception.

1'[e kno'H from read-

ing the rest of the poem that in Beulah there is a higher organized
nature of innocence in vrhich birds and bees are not emblems of
death, decay, and suffering..

F'or the enlightened, those \!lho live

in-the fourfold vision, Enion's lament is understood as the mistaken outcry of a confused twofold vision.

Blake entices his

reader to imagine a better 'tv-arId, because if the reader does not,
then he, like Enion,. will have to accept a universe of death and
decay.
Even '\v-i thout tIlis ironic contrast, thore is still some
hope and optimism in Enionts passage, despite its initial grimness..

One such hope is expressed in Enion's momentary remembrance

of the birds's thoughtless joy.
it might be reattained,

If a better state once existed,

(especial~y

since these states are ima-

ginative states existing 'in mants mind).

~e

other hope of

Experience is implicit in all the suffering, es,pecially in the
vwb as a symbol of the Circle of Destiny..

At least the circle

is a circle, and not a line s trai ght ,to hell (or Ulr01..

rrhe
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robin shivers and dies, but somehm·J enough robins survi vp so that

,

next spring there 11ill be not-j ('::>bins to sing.

The world suffers,
The ~lars of

but the 1-lOrld is one step above the abyss of Dlro.

the contraries will persist until Something better 'comes

al~ng.

'
}feanwhile, we have more to learn of the B""lakean nature's role
'-"

in the human experience •
. Night I begins wi th the sundering of 'l'harmas and Eniol1;
Enion as emanation flies from her creator out of jealousy, because
Tharmas has embraced the divided Urthona f s emanation, Eni tharman.
These mysterio1.J.s events I·Jill become clearer later.

,,,'hat is im-

portant nOv1 is that &'-11on, as the outer form of the body (Tharmas)
has' sundered the uni ty of the zoa of unity, thus dra1-'Jing the
body into chaos..

Since Blake is· not a dualist, the disintegration

of the body can be equated with the disintegration of the entire Human Form Divine.

Tharmas

IS

perception is n01iJ naturalized,

so that what he sees around him is. emblematic of Blake I s natural
vJOrld:

o

Enion thou 'art thyself a root growing in hell

Tho thus heavenly beautiful to draw me to destruction
Sometimes I think thou art a flower expanding
Sometimes I think thou art fruit· breaking from its bud
In dreadful dolor & pain ..

. .
(I,4, 39-L~3)

This plant imagery--root, flQ1,ver, fr-:'1.it, bud--is the imagery
of vegt3tation, an 'important theme in the poem and one which is
closely related to' the themes of nature and nature's role in the
universe.

Appar>ently, Tharmas cannot quite reconcile his feelings

tOHards Enion; she is noVJ' the natural Female

~Vill

as an object
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separate from her cr'cator ..
an

ima~ining

subject.)

(In Eden, thore are no objecbs, just
I,
Her separation has been painful, yet

Tharmas may find secret pleasure in yielding to his own destruction.

After all, maintaining the unity of intellect

(Urizen), emotion (Luvah), and imagination (Urthona) must be hard
. 1,-lo:lrfror Tharmas.

Though he Heeps and groans for his "atomiza-

tionll, he may somelrIhat enjoy "[sinking] d01ID into the sea ll (I,S,13)
6f chaos and vegetation.
Vegetation refors to the natural cycle of life and death,
in which natural like is condemned to eternal death.

Something

which vegetates has fallen from the Human Form Divine, the HOJkd
of Eden, into the cruel and chaotic ,-wrld of Generation..

Vege-

tation is dangerous because it has no outline or form, (just a
blind will t01.vards propagation), and also because vegetation ca..'1
never rise above the natural to the divine..

The vegetable

world is bound securely to the Circle of Destiny; its destiny
is meaningless in terms of Eternity.

Each reference to

f1

vege -

tation ll and the embodiments of vegetation--roots, plants, buds,
flOl:Jers--is a reference to the tyranny of
Albion from the divine vision.

ltJhich keeps

As a poet, Blake is also pl"ey to

the delusions of nature; his task is
nature and reveal .the divine"

nature~

t.()

rend the 'veil of

Prye points out that lithe assumption

underlying art is that the natural world is related to the mental
world as material to form, diversity to unity, the analytic to
?O
the the synthetic aspect of the same thing"I1.Blake understands this asslJ.mption and uses the materials of the natural
world to eventually reveal the form for the divine i,.·lorld"
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A swift look at some of the instances in which Hvegftation"
1

expresses Blakels interpretation of events will reveal the scope
of the influence of the natural world upon the struggle of
Albion..

In

Enian 1<-leaVeS upon a ffl oom of Vegetation" (I,6,2);

Night II, Luvah is a "dyi I1 g

,\

) ~)

god of the vegetative cycle II,'

cast by Uri zen into the furnaces of affliction, and yala is a
"vege tation goddess demading sexual sacrifices
delight around Luvah's funeral pyre.

l!, 2'~

dancing in

Later on, Vala is lIdrawn

dmm into a vegetated body" (VIII, '105, 13) and IIperpetually
Vegetating in detestable birthsll (VIII,105,22) .. ,These mythic
figures are directly tied to the cycles of organic natural energy
in a simile from Night V:
H:is Q;rthonat~ feet shrink withtring from the deep,
shrinking & withering
And EDi tharmon shrud{ up, all their fibres 'with I ring
beneath
As plants "'li ther t d by winter, leaves & stem & 'roots

Melt into thin air

..

decaying

..

(V,57,7-l0)
Fibres

of:

the 'Chaincof,:JGa16\dly ':.sinif1::arlY:,bina Orc'III'fF:a ':s~viift

vegeto.tion ' round.the 'rock arid '~r0und ::the'Cave~ If.~, (V~ 62,:24}1
on, "underneath his (Orc t s

J heel

,t

Later,

a deadly rootl Struck thro I

the rock, the root of l1ystery.1I (VIlA, 78,4-5).

Hystery is asso-

ciated 'V-rl th the vegetable mind and the tpee of mystery which
grO\·.rs' from this root belongs to Uri zen (thus linking the tyranny
of nature Hith the tyranny of peason).

Orc is chained, but one

of Blake I s profoc.;:ndes t beliefs is that ultimately energy cannot
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be restrained under reason.

Orc grows in his chains.

Vegetation shoHs a benevolent side also:

The daughters

of Beulah try to give to the Spectre of Tharrnas !fa form of Vegetation" (1,5,1+1 ) (although the .5.pectre is a negation of the

\

natural unity of organic life, and his proper domain is Ulro)j
s~Tl1ilarly,

Eni tharmon weaves Itthe Spectres/ Bodies of Vegetation"

(VIII,lOO,4)thus saving them from Ulro.

She is providing the

spectres (who are substanceless shadows of real people, sometimes
representative of the abstract ideas which keep

~~n

out of

tOllch "lith his senses) with a rest from the torments of EXperience;

-

she is providing a space of sleep, as opposed to death, thus using
Il

na tural existence for the purpose of imaginative redemptiontl.:l.?

~is is

&'1

important concept in I(.lake:

withstDnd the strife of Generation.

to be redeemed one must

"'VJisdom is sold in the

desolate nlarket II (11,35,14) of ExpeX'ience, foX' ignorance of
strife and suffering (unorganized innocence) does not lead to
joy.. liTo rind lcno1tJledge of delight t'le need to discover ~orX'owfl. ~3
The lulling Cadences . . . . in Golgonooza lf (VIII,109,4-8) suggest
the redemptive pOHers of art.

Still, in BOQk IX, Los will stretch

out his "vegetable hands" (IX,117,6) in X'ebellion against nature
until, through art, nature ceases to he cyclic arid becomes eteX'nal
(lithe roots [shake] thick thro r the solid rocks, bur-sting their
way / They cX'y out in joys of existence"

(IX,1~,2,37).

Then

Los Hill have H[givenl his 01biontsJ vegetated body/ '1'0 be cut
ofr thE,t the Spiri tual body may be revealed II (VIII, lOL~, 37).
This SHift look shows that vegetation is pervasive in the
fallen i·mrld; it binds Tharmas and Enion, Los and Eni tharmon,
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Luvah and Vala, and Urizen to the natural world, so thatt Bla1{e
\

implies a vegetable form of the body, of the imagination, of
the emotions, and of the intellect..

As is common in Blal\:e, the

meaning of nature imagery is effectively ambiguous.

Blal{e d\oes

I

not" use ambiguity to be obscure; he uses it to imply the possibility of multiple vision..

A look back at the nature imagery in

Albion I S original lament 1rrill point to some of the natural pheno"

\

mena 1rlhich are used ambiguously in BlaJce:
"Rock ll , "cloud", lIflames", "water" (lI s torms, rain") and "ha1>vest H are all images in the poem's natural ,,·mrld vlhich can point
either to ultimate fall or to ultimate redemption; they point
either to Ulro, or to Beulah and beyond to Eden..

The first

four of these images roughly correspond to the element of each
zoa.

A rock is the lowest form of nature; it is solid, lifeless,

petrified..

It is the stuff of Dlro..

As

1-te

shall see, for Blal{e

the key to multiple vision: lies in flexibility, fluctuation, and
change..

(Flexibility must be differentiated from chaos; if a state

is flexible, then it must have some form "'Ihich can he flexible ..
Chaos is formless)..

A rock is the antithesis of flexibility_

It

is a stubborn, hard, impenetrable, rather shapeless emblem of
,

man's limitations.

Even the rocl{ though, has its

its intimation of "a more imaginative vision..

1I

00zes lf (VIII,108,)O),

Though it represents

limitations, the meaning of limitation can be positive:

it can

suggest a limitation to the fallen condition, the rock bottom
beyond 'hThich fallen man cannot fall.

As the substance'of the

couch of Albion, the rock representsjust this limit.
pl"'eserves Albion from the brooding solipsism of Dlro.

The rock
The
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human imagination cannot disintegrate beyond this limit.
Flames are traditionally associated 1vi th energy, passion,
and desire, and the traditional associations are, for Blake,
conveniently ambiguous.

fire

CeJ.l

As the source of both light and

hea~.

represent ei ther the creative ener'gies of man--the

~~re.~ lighting the furnaces of Los--or the destructive energies
of man--the
passion.

self-consw~ing

fires of the hell of misdirected

In :rhe Pour Zoas, fire is most closely associated

1-,ri th

Orc, the lIfiery boytl (V,59,27) I-1ho is the rebirth of' Luvah.

He

is chained to a rock of vegetation and surrounded by a "f'lame/
of 'circling fire" (V, 61, 11~12)) emblematic of his dire suffering
and loud h01'Jlings, but also representative of his energy.
Generation, Urizen and Orc are ahvays enemies..

In

Urizen abstracts

moral and natural laHs from his senses, but the emotions have
a Hill of their own..

In Eden, Orc and Urizen, Desire and Vision,

are reconciled, for though man still craves infinity and eternity,
he can see infinity and eternity; he can be infinite and eternal ..
Then man can Honder that he can "walk through fires and is not
(1)(\ 13~,M)

consum'd lt :-

l1eanHhile, the confined Orc repeatedly dies into

Urizen's mystery; confined emotion leads to the cyclical repeti tion of old pattorns.

Orc may be tempo,I'arily c'ooled by Urizen I s

snoHs, hl1.t he Hill· inevi table appear again.

Sexual desi1'e, for

example, can only be overcome by fulfillment, not by repression.
Blake understood this well.
A cloud is sufficiently opaque to represent unclear thinking,
but sufficiently unsolid to represent the possibility of a
cloud separation revealing the eternal light of the sun.

It
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"occupies that point in the water cycle betHeen Eter'nal ~nerl

gizing and Urizenic condensation. 1121.1

Uri zen tries to reduce

natur;",l' phnomana to his natural laH; he lIhidos himself in black
clouds" (V

,61~, 25),

only to ultimately find that ""hen

thOUg~t

is

,closd in caves [?r hidden in clouds] then love shall sho1rJ its
root in deepest Hell". (V,6,5,12).
\vatcr is most closely associated 1rJi th Thrtamas, 1<Tho has a
watJ'tJ-Y form and 1'rho lives in the sea of chaos 10
lifegiving or life destroying (in 4100d).

Hator can be

(A deluge of the

senses is one implied reason for the fall of Albionh--i t is the
reason perc~ived by Tha~nas~

\{ater has no inhe1"'ent shape,

but the imagination can give it a shape (as it doe'S \tlhen it invents
the glass container)..
solidification.

lYe must differentiate betitwen shape and

Solidification implies petrification, stagna-

tion, and death.

Shape implies a taming of chaos, a taming of

misdirected iv-ill and mistaken senses, a loosening of 1rJhat is retrained or unoxpressed and a tightening or outlining of Hhat is
to unrestl'ained 01"' chaotic.

In this sense, the glass of Hater mght
the.

be a simple forerunner of the furnaces of Los which contain"fire
of passion vIi thin the iron of

ro(::'.sOI1.

I do not mean to imply that
,

reason should control passion, but rather that passion and reason
should modify each' other so that fire is not consuming and reason
is not passionless.

r

jill thout both passion and roason, there

can be no furnace.
The harvest, 'in Hhich each zaG. plays an important role, is
an obvirjus symbol of the fruits of labor, the replenishing of man,
the good earth, but it is also the last stage before the freezing
winter,

(a reminder or the eternal c'1 cle of death),

Only in the

las t harves t vrill this implication of death be soparated from
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the concept of the harvest (IiThey took the wine and sepa~ated
the lees" (IX, 137,23)).

Each image, then, can point either

towards death or tOlrlards life, and we must remember that thl
ambiguities of these images is a sign of hope in the alread~
fallen ",,"orld.

The Eternals have mercifully insured against

Ulro by setting a limit of opacity and limit of contraction.
These ambiguous "images point to the possibili ty of catching
glimpses of eternity through the veil of nature.

vie learn that the fall of Albion has something to do

"lId

th a

plot betHeen Urizen and Luvah (reason and nature) to smite the eter(~\''hen

nal man.

Urthona discovers this plot he drops his h8.1'11mer

in terror and divides into Spectre, Los, and Enitharruon; in the
ensuing chaos Tharmas falls, 1>Jhich is the point at vJhich Blake
-

,

begins in NightI .. ) . .

Luvah is the zoa of emotion, but in B:lakets

thought, emotion is closely associated Hith nature..
emanation is the nature goddess, Vala.

Luvah's

Percival offers a helpful

distinction between Vala and Enion (who thus far seems to be the
nature goddess in the poem):
Since Vala is the personification of the "selfish virtues of the patural heart," she is the spiritual fact behind temporal nature, the self-righteous state of the
soul vIi thout vlhich nature i,fould never have lost its eternal
and spiritual aspect.

She is in this respcet the Goddess

,nature, the ver>itable empress of the fallen Horld, even of
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Urizen, its God, whose secret holiness she personifies ..
!

It is because of Vala's selfish dominion over the mind that
temporal nature is engendered; it is for her deification
that

~t

that it continues to exist..

But nature, in

th~

sense sometimes attributed to her, she most emphatically
is not.

The role of the physical universe as it is organ-

ically perceived must go to Enion . . . . In this relationship Enion is the physical body, the apparent,universe;
Vala, the hidden heart, the' selfish feminine virtues of the
natural man .. 25"
Here we can see hol,.v B:lake' closely links nature and emotion;
fallen nature is the prOjection of the fallen heart--the heart
1vhich seeks to appropriate for itself, the heart which drmvs
man, with delusive beauty, from the divine vision ..
The fall from theaivine 'Asion represents a fall of both
reason and nature (intellect and emotion)..

The natural

fall was complex and involved all the zoas and many symbols and
images.

Tne fall of reason, though it affects all four zoas, is

directly associated 'Hith Urizen.

Urizents epithet is the "Prince

of Light "; if we' trace the development of light fu"1d dark imagery
,

in the poem, we will be able to understand Blru{e's conception
of the errors of

.
" s iezes the

fall~n

reason.

vlhen Luvah attempts to overthpovl Uri zen, Luvah

ROI'SGS

of Light" (1,10,13) frora the prince of Light ..
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Urizen is not the divine vision h01vever, but only "God tile
, terrible
destroyer~"

(1,12,36).

Urizen's vicHv is solipsistic (lithe

Spectre is the Han the rest is only delusion and fancy" (1,,2,29));
he does not realize that all living things are holy.

Even

~n
I

his

triumph after the Hedding of Los and Enitharmon (they wed themselves to the limits of Experience), Uri'4'on's emanation is IIdistant
faJ,1I (1,16,17) i.e. the joy and delight inherent in the reasoning faculty'has disintegrated because Urizen has too much
power and the balanced unity of the four zoas has been upset.
Hhen Albion capitulates to Uri zen in Night II (IIrrake thou possession" (23,S»" Urizen arises and the ugolden porches ll (23,13)
of the brain

!I

gtow pale ltJith his sickening lightll (23,13).

The

"Prince of Light! Petrifies all the human Imagination into rock
and sand.!! (11,,25,5-6) .. \{nen Urizen tries to proclaim himself
as Ged he upsets the unity of Albion, and Urizen changes from
"fai th and certainty into Doubt 1I (II,27,15)..

Now the air and

day are tldarksom" (28,16,17) and Urizen lame I1 ts
woe',' (11,28,22).

U

in darkEming"

C

In Night III Ahania 1,.Jill try to convince Uri zen

to "Resume thy fields of light" (III,,39,1), (Blake believes
in the pO'1,;Ter and importance of the intellect, as long as intellect
does not try to control emotion, imagination, and unity), but
Urizen will recover his princehood only 1vhen he reCOVel"S the
tlintellectual sun of Eternity, the human reason that "Jas transcendent light, the head of the unfallen Albion ll •

2~ 'l1}).e light

imagery in the poem basically follows the plight of Urizen..

Light

is also manifested or implied in Ill arnp $lI, "eyes","sun", Umoon",
and IIvisic.)l1It..

Light is used both conventi::mally and ironically
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as a reflection of the state of the universe during a particular
\

night ('l~e light imagery even limrks as a contrary to the "Nights If,
which are structural units in the poem..

After all, Hhen the nights

and the nightmare end, they are replaced by the light of eto\rni ty .. )
A second mOI'e discursive look at "lightll in the poem Hill help
clarify B.:)akets conceptions of the limits of reason and of
the relationship bet . ..jeen nature and reason ..
Light is obviously important thematically because in the
epigraph Blake states his purpose:
th~
II

UFoI' 'He wrestle ...... against

rulers of the darkness of the vmrld 1\ (3,3)..

1narrnas

[darkens) in the Hestll (I,4,6) and hides Jerusalem in "darkness

& silence II (I,4, 12)..

(Just as darkness implies an absence of

light, or absence of Urizen, silence implies an absence of the
harmonies in the IlAuricualr Nerves of Human Life ll (I,4,1), or
absence of Urthona)..

Enion peers into Tharmas

(I,4, 27) but Tharmas protests:

'.,$

IIdark recesses 11

1I\\Jhy wilt thou Examine eve.ry

little fibre of my soul/ Spreading them out before the Sun like
stalks of flax to dryll (I,4,29-30)..

The light in this passage

(lI sun ll) reverses the usual connotations of light and dark, for

the sun is a sun of pestilence and its light i,s a deadly exposer
of Tharmas's soul..

T'narmas is lithe pOH'er to create at willtf,27

the pa:eent pOi."ler c'apable to realizing his desires..

This pOHor

does not yield to' 'the analysis Enion imposes Hi thout being destrb'ftd
( jus t as Bla1ce t s poetry Hould be des troyed by logical analysis).
The Four Zoas, in' particualr, is a dream in 1iJhich events need
not folloiiI logically or coherently upon one another..

Blake f s
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reversal of the usual use of light and dark imagery may :reflect
\

I{:lake IS argum::mt Hi th the so-called Age of B..nlightenment.
During this age men began to explain the 'Horld through reduction
and analysis.

Blake sees this trend as representative of

anI

age

of (!arkening.
Light imagery eventually overcomes this reversal and becomes the splendid light of the apocalypse

iT1

rrlg11t; IX:

"Rise

up, 0 Sun, most glorious minister and light of day (128,4) • •

.I

\-.1ill cause my voice to be heard on the clouds that gli tter in
the sun (IX,12S,9) ••

~

The sun has left his blackness and has

round a fresher morning (IX,138,20) ..... The Sun arises from his
dewy bed &, the fresh airs/Play in his smiling befuus giving
the seeds of life to grovl" (IX, 139, 1-2)..

Blake makes a distinction

behreen the fallen natural sun, and the sun as the emblem of the
As B'"loom points out,
"'"
the passive state of I{:eu18h is "li t by the moon of pi tying affecapoc.alYP(3e and the ~t vine l\~t of .glory •

tion, not by the sun of' active passion ll • 22

This active passion

may be equated Hi th the fluid flol-ling in and out from Albion of
I

the ever changing shape of the universe; it is the "intellectual
""
Bvattle!l
(I,3,3) which Blake hopes Hill replace corporeal war and

"spiritual wickedness in high places ll '(3,L1J.
are far from ready' for Intellectual battle.

SO far, the zoas
Enionfsllbright

eyes Care] decayd melted Vlith pity'&, love" (I,8,10)- (in this
case, the pi ty is one of the torments of love in the fallen vwrld);
Tharmas IIg10ries in his OHn eyes" (I,6,8) though Blake calls him
a Ithorrible darkness ll (I,7,2).

Los's head Tlbeams light" (I,9,26),

but he is cast in a fallen vJOrld of tlembryon passions lf (I,9,25).
Urizen ordinarily hangs his "immortal lamps II (I,11,17) in the
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",'

,

h,lman b.,.~rain, but

nOvI

Albion I s head is sick.

"darkness,in \1'1isj halls H

Albion, seting the
,
(1,10,19), "(,lOnders 1I1dhy is the light

of Enitharmon darken'd in devJY morn. I! (1,10,17).

Uri zen arrogant-

E~en/

ly asks) Ifvlhyshould the Divine Vision compell the sons of
,
to forego oach his own delight to i<lar against his Spectre. I! (I,
12,27-28).

1:1e can see that the "b17 i g ht sun [isJ not as yet. I!

(1,12,38) •.

At the end of Night I) Albion's lIinvrard eyes 010s e)

from the Divine Vision ll (19,lLd and all that remains to save the
world are the

If

Seven lamps of the Almightyll (19,10), elected by

the eternals to protect Albion from eternal death.
,..

B. . . lake begins to develop the theme of reason in Night II,
t~e original l'(.ight I of Vala.

to Self,

Albion turns
losing the Divine Visipn (II,23,2).

!lhis eyes outward
As Albion reposes

ll

in the "dark sleep of Deathll (23,6), Urizen rises as the "prince
of llght II Ul3, 8).

Urizen directs the building of the Nundane

Shell, lithe crust of Natter which encloses us".

,?r

H:e builds by

IIsquar(ing) the heavens by a line" (11,30,10) and ildivid~

@ngl the elements in finite bonds ll (30',11) i.e. he constructs
a universe based on mathematical reductions.
in this universe:

the

lI

vehicles of light" (29,12) are "spread

out from Sun to sunil (29,11), thus
(29,lL~)

Some light exists

lI

enlighten[ing) the dark deep"

but the laborers of limitation shall truimph and "condense

the strong energies into little conipass lt \ (30,5). c;lake believes
thst man is Hhut he Hills to be.

He need not regal>d suffering

a~ ~

inevitable; he is 'indifferent because he has fallen.]
Enion records the appearance of the natural l;Jorld:

?~

l11-1y sun [is]

ShaH' (30)
a vapour of death :Ltl 'niGh~fI
I
(II,35,10); "I have blotted out from light & living the dove &

a pestilence burning as noon

&

nightingale II (35,16) • • • It is an easy thing to talk of patience
to the afflic ted" (35,18).

I f the world is ob ject, (and re,son

says that it is) then suffering is inevitable; men need not
concern themselves with the suffering of others g for such pity
is futile~~ ~

1

Ahania hears Enionfs lament, and as the outer creation of
intellect, the mind1s delight in thought, she urges Urizen to
leave futurity to the eternal one and stop IIdarkning present joyll
(111,37,10).

To the reasoner, the future is uncertain, unpredic-

table, and therefore threatening.
visions of Lher }:&""'yes, 0 love

&

Ahania laments the "dismal

life

&

light~1 (111,41,6).

Futurity is before her like a ttdark lamp!! (41,8).

She adds His-

dam to Enion I s lament, IlRent from Eternal Brotherhood
(I~1,9).

a.re no morel!

'trIe

die

&

Ahania infuriates Urizen and he casts her

into a "Vlorld of Darkness ll (111,[14,15); nOH she and Enion both
1trander in

It

Horld of deep darkness vIhere all things in horrors

are rooted lt (III,45,14).
beneath the

Il

Even Los dances on dark mountains

wheels of turning darkness ll (V,58,7), instead of

upon "hills of Light U (V,59,7) as in the days of old.
Out of the dark deep, Enitharmon bears the fie1"Y 01"C, at
once a symbol of untamed passion (heat) and redeeming love (light).
Urizen reacts in fear, but neverhteless dimly rememborsete1"nity
and regrets his transgression against the Lord:

a

Fool to think that I could hide from his all piercing eyes

The gold

&

silver &

costly stones his holy

HOl~kmanship

Shaw (31)

o

,

i

Fool could I forget the light that filled my bri$ht
,
spheres

vIas a reflection of his face who calld me from the deep
I

well remember for I heard the mild

Saying

0

light spring up

&

shine

He gave to me a silver scepter

&

& I

&

.

I

holv
" voice

sprang up from the deep

croHnd me vIi th a golden
crown

&

said Go forth

I

went not forth.

I

calld the stars around my feet in the night of councils

&

guide my Son 'tv-ho vlanders on the ocean
I hid myself in black clouds or my 't{rath

dark
The stars threvJ dO'i.-fn their spears and fled nalced m;ay
vIe

fell.
(V [164[117-28)'

When Uri zen holds back his light, Luv8.h as

~esirel'is

uncontrolled

and riots into destruction ..... And VJhile the energies of desire
are reeling to destruction, vision, ,its energies cut off from
their SOU1"ce, loses all its

p01{

er l1 !t1 Thus \'ve see that Urizen

and Luvah are both culprits in the fall of Albion.

Urizen,t s

lament is a touching recount of his failure, but Urizen only regrets his present condition; he does not yet change his selfappropriating attitude.

He determines to explore his dens and

seek out Ore, 'trIho is a threat to the confined mind.
First he meets his daughters, the "spiI'its of Darkness ll (VI,

67,7).

They represent the tyranny of nature over man • .:30 Then he

encounters his other children, ruind spirits \-.Tho Hwander Moping
in their heaI't a Sun a' Dreary moon/ A universe of' fiery cons tellation,. in their brain/ An Earth of 't'lintry ,,-Joe beneath their

Shaw '(32)

feet & round their loins/ Waters or winds or clouds or brooding
lightnings & pest:Llential plagues/ Beyond the bounds of their Olrm
serCses they cannot penetrate." (VI,70(first portion},8-l2) ..
In these images iVe see

h01'1

man has been cut off from nature,

from his corporeal self, from his fellow man.
'of Urthona are one step beneath Generation.

These falleri dens
Urizen finds himself

in the very lI1:JOrub of darkness ll (VI,73,9), where "no tree [grows]

1 nor man

nor river floH [s
(7L~,34)..

(VI, 74,33) .. • .. nor sun nor cloud ll

IJ.'his is the self-contemplating 1rJ'Orld of Ulro, but Orcts

pulsation can be felt wi thi.n it..

lrfuen Tharmas and the Spectre

of Urthona block Urizen'i path towards Orc, we witness the first
't-J'eak signs of a posi ti ve turn of events.
Nevertheless, Uri zen confronts Orc, anu though Orc protests,
he is forced to 1l0rganize a Serpent body" (VIlA, 80,44) 8....1'1d become
a "self consuming dark devourer" (80,48), HJ::O ascends the tree
of l"'Iystery.
the

Heason and nature are united in mystery, which is

B:niygp~the

ultimate result .of trying to define nature in

terms of cause and effect (reason)..

Now only Los remains to

sho1-T Albion hOH to "t'urn inwardly his Eyes & there behold the
Lamb of Godl! (VIIA,87,44).

The image1"Y of Night VIII revolves

around the songs of Los, ,-rho desperately tries to match his
imaginative shapings against the fli.,foven darkness &lm>Is
ful religions" (VIII,103,22) of Urizen..

&

deceit-

Rahab, the "secret

holiness Tl (VII,Ilb,6) of Urizen, is finally revealed, and
IIEte1"nity darken[sJ" (VIII,106{second portion},l) before the
apocalypse"

In opposition to this darkening, the lamb of God

Shmv (33)

"Till finally appear in bright light ..

I

Images of -the fallen Horld of nature and reason gi va "[,my
to images of the Divine Vision in Hight IX.

Not surprisingly,

-It.e images l..]'hich reflect the humanized world are images of' the
human body.

Head, heart, and loins are central images in the

poemts struct1...1re, spd eyes, ears, tongue, hands also play important functions.

Returning once again to Albion's lament,

'tve find his flhead faint II, his Ifheart vleak l1 and his11breast lti ther t dII.
His dark world and silent harps suggest a similar condition
for his eyes and ears.

By the end of Night IX Albion will

be fully avmke and reintegrated; a close look at Hight IX \'''1ill
reveal the transformation necessary for Albion to reattain the
Di vine Vision..

Heam-;rhile, a look at the imagery of the human

body in the earlier nights will pre:pare our way to understanding
Blalre I S apocalypse.
Blake would want a critical response to his poetry to be
imaginati va rather than analytic..

rn;stee.+fr"j
limi ts.

I have already quoted 'llharrnas

against analysis, Hhich divides, reduces, and sets
Blake Hould object to an analysis of The Four Zoas

which reduced the poem to a series of recurring images, or themes,
or allegol''Jical implications"

The broad conceptual scope of' The

Four Zoas leaves the critic with th~ uneasy f'eeling that in selecting out certain images or themes for study, he or she has
set lind ts Hh:Lch embrace only a small segment of the to taL poem.

Shaw (3Ld

The cri tic may inadvertently succeed in narrOl'll'ing instead of
broadening the reader's perspective..

This need not be the case,

however, i"S images are explored in relationship to Hhat I take
to be the central concept which Blrute develops in
This is the concept of expansion and contraction.

~Le

Four Zoas ..

If ne understand

how this concept works in the poem, then we will understand the
poem a.s a. vihole (though details may. be left unexplained) ..
Expansion and contraction are evident in the imagery and ultimately in the illumination of Blake's fourfold vision ..
Blake believes man existed in Eden in ancient times, but
that he fell when his four faculties fell from their proper

• r

places in consciousness (this consciousness is bodily--not just
limi ted to the brain)..

\tillen man lost hi's fourfold vision, he

fell into the tHO fold 1N"orld of

G~meration

(dominated by the strife

of contraries--reason vs .. energy, passivity vs •. activity) 1'Jhich
is "\A1here we find him in mos t of The Four Zoas..

Beulah is evident-

ly a rest from Eternity, a replenisher for the man Hho cannot
stand the fourfold vision constantly..
traction

f~om

It is a momentary con-

the ever expanding vision of Eternity, (and the

contraction must remain momentOr'1 or it 11'1111 lead to Dlro) ..
The bliss of the ancient man, then, consisted in a recurring
expansion and contraction of vision bet\-Jeen Eden and Beulah.
Hhen the vision is lost, the \-JOrld becomes a cruel circle of des-'" 11
·
lU
t ~ny,
seen..

0

f groans, d a1" k ness, anCOnS'Llm:Lng.J..
d
.
-"'1. 'res.
..

'

ellS

vIe

ba va

'..Jhen Albion revives, harmony and light are restored and hu-

manized.

They become the ears and eyes of the Eternal Han.

Ex-

pansion and contr>action provide the rhythm for the "earth of Eden tl

Shaw" (35)

(I,4,2); they are the rhyt~ of the heart, the pulse of the
blood" the interplay of reason and energy, the whirlt-tind seen from
. the inside, the fourfold vision falling into repose in the threefold vision and then rem-takening.

A look at key passages in the

early nights 1,'Ji11 lead us to the full expression of this rhythm
in Night IX:
In Night I a Council of God meets to deter'mine t'Jhat to do
about the fallen Albion:
Then those in Great Eternity met in ,the Council of God
As one Han for contracting their Exalted Senses
They behold Hul ti tude or Expanding they behold as one
As

one Han all the uni ve'rs al family

,&

that one l'lan

They call Jesus the Christ & They in him & he in them
Live in Porfect harmony in Eden the land of life
(1,21,1-6).
Although it is difficult to account for this remnant of Eternity,
since Albion himself is the eternal man and the sum of reality,
we nevertheless get a glimpse of Eden in this passage.

Contrac-

tion and expansion of senses comprise two sides of eternity.
The multitude and the one are the same to the expanded senses;
to the contracted" seriDes the multitude appears as that vlhich
is "infinitely various ll3 , (to the eterna1s the "various!! implies
distinction and individuation without division).

In IIThere is

r"'

No Natural Religion (bJI, B_1ake says "He 1oJho sees the Infinite in
all things sees God.

He Hho sees the Batio only sees himself only.

Therefore God becomes as

vl(Y

are, that we may be as he is." The

Shaw (36)

ratio is reason, that knowledge which can be attained through
the ordinary senses.

As Bloom explains, he who sees the infinite

or the one in all things sees God because he sees the way God sees,
v.rhich is the only Blakean vIay of seeing god.

The Blakean god is

not the Jehovah of the Old Testament, but Jesus, who indeed
became as we are..

Evidently, Jesus 't..ras a man 1tJho saw the in-

fini te in everything, and so he
beheld..

viaS

infinite.

He became t-Jhat he

Por BlsJ;;:e, each man can see God, be God, if only he 1"rill

look for God Hi thin him.solf fii;ros o±f and vIi thin his fello1,f man.
}lIan must use his imagination to expand his senses beyond his every
day perception..

In The l"011r Zoas, we see h01f each character

fails and falls because he turns EJ.'T:my from the infinite ..
Blake originally began Tho Pour Zoas vii th the present Night
II, which recounts the fall of Luvah and the reign of Urizen as
Jehovah.

Albion has tur'ned his eyes Ifoutv;rard to

the Divine Vision" (II,23,2)..

Se~f ..

losing

In weariness he hands his scepter

to Urizen, tolling Urizen, IIThy brother Luvah has smitten mef! (II,

23,7).

vie have some inkling of a crime which emotion or desix'e

has cornmi tted against the unity of the zoas.

Uri zen, no1."1 in

p01-Jer, beholds his porches of the Brain grovl pale nvri th his sicken-·
ing light1!(23,13)..

In fear he beholds futurity and he sets out

to build the Hundane Shell to protect himself , as

vIe

have seen ..

In the process, Urizen stonifies the human imagination;
and Levi, the natural man and the priest
find uTheir eyes their ears nostril &

~::::\ccording

Reuben

to Bloom, 32"

tongues roll out;·,'ard they

behold/ Hhat is within nov] ween ",·,rithout ll (II,25,22-23).

For

Blake, outHard motion is a movmhent a1rJaY from the inward vision
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a.nd towards the object 1-1Orld.
associated "t·.,rith

rr~armas,

"Tongue lf has already been

zoa of the body (The daughters of Beu-

lah tlclos e the gate of the t'Jngue lt

(I.f5J1L~3)

in fear of Dlro).

For Blake taste and touch are linked, since the experience of each
relies on actual body contact; sight, sound, and smell are
remote senses.

Sight and sound have already been associated

with Uri zen and Urthona; in the unfallen world, the eyes can
see the Divine Vision and the ears can hear the harmonious music
of the uni vers 0..

Luvah geil as soci ated. \'Vi th the sens e of smell"

and in the unfallen world the nose takes in a '"lorld of sensuous
delight ..
Urizen casts Luvah into furnaces or affliction in iv-hich
Luvah laments:
Urizen \\Tho lims Faith

&

Certainty is changd to Doubt

The hand of Urizen is upon me because I blotted out
That Human delusion to deliver·all the sons of God
From bondage of the

H~man

Form, 0 first born son of Light

o Urizen my enemy I v-leep for the stern ambi tion
(I1,27,15-19).

"That Human Delusion" is Luvah's mistaken epithet for Albion;
Luvah mistakes the Human form as a form of bondage.

As the zoa

of emotion aJ1d desi.re, Luvah aspires to be more than the human
form; he does not see that the human form is infinite and
divine.

Los and Enitharmon are the only

characte~

who retain the

elasticity of their senses!
For Los

&

Eni tharmon Halk for-th on the devlY Ear-th

Contracting or expanding their all flexible senses

ShaH' (38)

At will to murmpr in the flo"t<lers ,small 'as t,):-le' honey bee
At l,fill to stretch across the heavens & step from star to
star
(II,34,9-12)
deli~1ting

in sunny beams

\fuile round their heads the Elemental Gods kept harmony.
(34,14-15)
Unfortunately, Los and Enitharmon are too busy tormenting each
other to take advantage of their potential.
seems to

Here, contraction

imply delight in the world of Beulah, and expansion

implies exaltation in the divine vision of Eden.
In a vision of ilhania in Night III, He learn that' in Beulah
Albion has tried to embrace itA Sl{eet entrancing self delusion II
(III,4o,5) from his llvJOaried intellect II (40,3) and that'inthe
process be casts out Luvah saying, !lGo & die the Death of Han •

..

I lvill turn the 'volu tio'l1s of your ears ou t1rJard; & bend your
nostrils/ Dovmward; & your fluxile Eyes englob'd, roll round
in fear/ Your Hithering Lips and tongue shrink up into a narrow
circle/ Till into narrow for'ms you creep." (II1,42,1-5).
narrow

fOI'lTIS

Night IX.

The

echo Albion I s narrow house in Albion f s lament in

Allegorically, Albion has tried

<::0

err:ibrace an intel-

lectual delusion, and emotion has risen,up in rebellion.

Albion

casts emotion out, thus naturalizing Luvah and his emanation,
Vala.

~~ll

of Luvah I s senses are naturalized:

ears and

110se

bend

dOHl11rrards and outvJards, in imi tation of the reversed VJheels of
eternity at the end of Night I
rolld the

\111001s

("Downwards and outwards. • •

of Urizen & Luvah ll (1,20,1h-15)).

Eyes are

Shaw (39)

englobed (linli ted) just ns lips and tongue are englobed in ..
a narrow circle • . In this enclosed natural world, love turns to
jealousy hJho:('eas, if one could see the infini te J one would
not feol possessive) and lINature like a Serpentll (II,42,17)
separates LlJ.vah from Vala.
By the end of Hight III Uri zen and LUVal1 have fallen into

the abyss, and Tharmas emerges as a voice out of chiws, crying,
"Fury in my limbs. destruct:::ion in my bones &, marro'ltJ'/ Ny skull
riven into filaments .. my eyes into sea jellies If (III,44, 23-24).
Thal"'mas is Hstruggling to take the features of Han" (III,41+, 18),
but Hi th no success.
rehumanize..

A new solution must be found before man carl

Los "with terrible hands" (IV,52,15) tries to re-

shape the Hruined B'urnaces ll (52,15) and his hammers
grateful to [hiS] Ears,

II

II

[beat)

(IV,53,11) but Los can only flbec[oJme

v:hat he beh [oj ld [SJI (IV, 53,21.~); he hammeI's out an Hendless chain
of SOl"'rOI. .TS f! (53,6) .. Seven Ages pass as Los binds Urizen to the
chain of des tiny.

Los binds lJri zen I s llfountain of thought II

(IV,5L},10) in an orb, then binds his spine, his eyes, ears, nose
and tongue.
torment.

On the seventh day Los rests anq Urizen hOHls in

Urizen1s bonds are positive only in that they keep

Urizen safe from nonentity.

Needless to say, ·1-lith Los divided,

Tharmas a Hatery chaos, Luvah and Urizen bound, Albion can be no
more than a lI:'olypus/ that vegetates beneath the Sea the limbs·
of Han vegetated/ In monstrous forms of Death a Human polypus of
Qeathll (IV,56,14-16).
In llight V, Los and :3ni tharmon bring forth Ore, and bind
him in jealousy to a mountain, as in 'l'he Book of lirizen.

Ore

Shaw (40)

is a reincarnated Luvah of fierce desire; he is the archetypal
rebel.

'l'hough Los & Enitharmon

II

remain but unoxpansive" (V,

57,13), Los I s Ilfeatures s tonif l!-ed} II (57, 2), Eni thurmon I s
IIlimbs \,ErozenJ s tiffning pale inflexible,

(57,6),

II

Orc holds

a promise of nOi.J sensual aHareness and visi'onary potential:

His eyes the lights of his large soul contract or

e~se

expand
Contracted they behold the secrets of the infiriite mountains
The veins of gold & silver & the hidden things of Val!!}
lfuatever grows from its pure bud or breathes a fragrant
soul
Expanded they behold the terrors of the Sun tr. Hoon
'The;'aorlental Planets

the orbs of eccentric fire.

(1;

(V,61,18-23)
Here the contracted
Beulah.

pha~e

beholds the infinte in nature, or

It is the vision under the microscope.

rl'he expanded

phase is telescopic; it moves out to talw in the sun and stars.
Urizen foal's Ore, the "deep pulsation tl
sets off to explore his dens and locate Orc.
meets Tharmas,

1,1110

(V,65,9), and he
-On his way, he

tells him llrrhe Body of Han is given to me I

seek in vain to destroy/

POI'

still it surges forth ·in fish &

monsters of the deeps/ And in these monstrous forms I live in.
an Eternal \·!oe"II(VI,69,11-13).
abwss:

Hare terror 8.1.-18.its tJrizen in the

1l:I'hen he beheld the forms of tygers &: of Lions dishumanizd

men/ Hany in soppents t:, in irJOrnlS str-etched out enorrlOUS length.
(VI,700"IftST POH'l'IOl\U,3 1 -3 2 ).
~'their

II

rEhese monsters have deformed senses:

heavy & dull & their eyes.& nostrils closed

3hm.;

(41)

up • • • everyone \-'lrapd up/ In his o'\tm sorrot.;". (VI, 70\)?IHS 'r
PORTImrl,
... 39-L~O, 42-L~3).,

After reading from his book of brass,

Urizen describes his confined world, "Lo how the heart & brain
are formed in the breeding \-'lomb/ of Eni tharmon how it buds wi th
life & forms the bones/ The Ii ttle hear't •. " ." (VII Cal, 80, 22-24) ..
Albion tr'ies fo find his way back to heaven, but find$lrhis frail
eyes rl$.re"j faded & his ears heavy & dull ll (VII a ,83,18).

1tle

realize that these monsters are products of Albion·fs distor'ted
mind and senses.

Los describes Eni tharmon, IIHo"" art thou

Shrunk • • ~ thy. roses that \3ncej'ex p anded • • • II (VII~), 81,33).
I

Blake opposes shrinking to expansion.. - hlhen something shrinks,
it becomes confincQ,defined, limited, finite. Contraction, as long
as ii is momentary, is part of the eternal state--contraction
is the necessaI'Y rest of the expanded state.
In Hight VII, the divided Urthona, vlho is noV [.os,
Llld emana:tion, may seek to reunite.

Spectre,

The spectre is the fallen

1-1ill, a self-appropriating lust 'Hho haunts Los and the poet at
Hork ..

If he can

.

11

{]si veJ up his Domineering lust( in self-abase ...

ment ll (VII a ,85,31) then maybe "another bet'ter Horld Hill bel
Opend 'Hi thin ~OSISJ heart &: loins 8:: 'tvondrous brain/ Th:J::"eefold as
it Has in .:::.:terhi ty & this the fourth Universe/- \'/ill be 'noIH:Hvd by
the three 0: consumm'ated in }1ental fires.H(VII

a ,85,43-46)~

0nce

again, Beulah represents Blake t s th1"'eefold vision, in Hhich reason
and energy aro married by pi ty. }Jeulah is the s tate of orGanized
innocence.

Eden is an active state of mental fires.

'dhen the

spec tre embraces Los, Los exclaims, ".sYBn I alrie04j feel a 1,:Jorld
Hi thin/ Opening its gates & in it all the 1"eal sUbstances/ Of
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which these in the out1trard 'dorid are shadoHs which must pass
av:ray/ Come then into my Bosom" (VII[a],86,7-10).

Although this

sounds like a Platonic conception of reality, it is not. The
reconstructed Los sets out to build Golgonooza, the city of
art, in the "nether heavens for beneath/ Has opend ne1rJ heavens
& a ne-v] Earth beneath & vd thin/ A threefold Atmosphere Sublime

continuous from Urthona IS Horld.
is not jus t .vi thin the brain.

II

(VII a ,87,9-11).

'rhe vision

Blake believes in th.e entire body

as the source of 'energy and imagination.

The real substance

is the human body; the 't·rhole body cO:llprises the consciousness
of man..
(87,39).

"Vlithout a Created body the spectre is Eternal Death.

n

',men man infuses matter vd th consciousness, then matter

or nature is humanized; Eden is reattained.
sciousness is art.
isa ci ty. 3'

Hatter shaped by con-

In Beulah art is a garden, but in Eden it

The shaper, Los, is embodied in many diff'erent

eonsciousnesses, but his shape, Hhich is revealed in the city of
art, is immortal. Frye expresses this concept e..rlother vmy:

"In

making the famili3.p intelligible, in imposing a permanent vision
on ·the f'lux of time, the artist creates a body out of nature which
I·

has a mental form. 11311
Once reunited with his spectre, Los feels
Stern desire

• • • to fabricate ernbodied semblances in \-.;hich the dead
J.,ay live before us in our palaces

fJ:,

in our gardens of
labour

:'Jhich nOH' opend Hi thin the Center I'll"e behold spread abroad
To form a l'I'Jrld of Sacrifice of brothers D: sons 8c daughters

Shm-l (L~3)

To comfort vrc in his dire sufferings look my fires enlume
afresh
Before my face ascending v-Ti th delight as in ancient times.
( V-lor a ,90,·8 -1 4) •
Orc's unquenchable desire and suffering Hill be relieved b;ythe
labors of the shapeI'.
here.

,

I

Blake s theme of self-sacrifice emerges

Los, just like the po"et, overcomes his spectre and sacri-

:fices himself to his labors, in hope that the divine vision may
be reattai~ed. Los divides the heavens· lIinto just propcil'tions II
(VIr a

~90;38).

He drmm flo. line upon the 1...)'alls of heaven ll

(VII,90,Y)) "in a mighty circle" (VII a ,90,34).

This is a

circle of imagination, as Bloom suggests, 35 and it is contrasted
with Urizen1s circle of destiny_
In Hight VIII, Los and Eni thaJ'll1on build Golgonooza furiously,
giving to spectres lIa human visage and a human form" (101 [SECOND

PORTrmD,L~2), but the delusive female, Vala" vIill triumph just
once more beforo the apocalypse.
a fdr'tll of Vala) bind man's senses.

The daughters of Rahab (vlho is
They and Rahab bind "thine

eyes that used to wander in distant heayens/

ltYiJaY

from me I have

bound dmm wi th a hot iron/ rl'hese nos trils that .i:!:xpanded

~·ii th

,.

de light in morning skies/ I have bent dov.fnvJard • •.• (VIII, 1 05,
34-37).

f.~hey

II

c ircumscribe this tongue" (105,49) and lIfasten

this .2ar into the Rock 11

(105,50) so that the human form is

bound upon IIStems of Vegetation 11 (105,53).

As the apocL.:..,,:~.;::;

d::.cmm near, "Han looks out in tree & herb & fish & bird &. beast /
Collecting l.i.p tho scatterd portions if his immortal body/ Into
the elemontal forms of everything that Brows II (VIII, 11 0 [!1IfIST

pqR frION],6-8) • . "His
(.'"-"_~

v~ce/ Is heard throughout the universe where
.

t

ever a grass groHs/ or a leaf buds the Eternal gan is seen is.heard
is fel t/ and all his S01'r01<18 until he reassumes his ancient
bliss.

II

(VIII, 11 0 [FIHsrr PORTION1 $ 26-28).

humani zed by the imaginative shaper, Los.

All of nature is
l~ature

becomes a

projection of the imaginative consciousness; when that consciousness suffers, nature suffers.

i'lan is no longer jus t one more

evolutionary linl{ on the tyrannic chain of nature.

F'or Blake,

the resurrected man is the center of that nature.

Ite· gives

nature an immortal form. Blake says that man looks at trees,
herbs, fish, birds, and beasts, and finds them to be part of his

ovm immortal body.

Nan discovers this pe18.tionship by C011cen-·

trating his vision on these ob,iects until they reveal their
. form to man.

~vnat

man perceives in these objects is evepything

that can s··;en.k to man I s imaginative consciousness, i.e. everyTI~us

thing that is alive and human in these objects.

these

objects take on the form of man's perception of them; they
are humanized.
.......

He are nOH· peady to turn back t .....o Albion f s lament to see
how he 1-1il1 be resurrected.

Albion calls upon tlrizen to "come
.

,

forth from slumbers of thy cold abstraction ll (IX,120,19).

He

threatens Uri zen Hi th nonenti ty, saying that his Dnger ·Hi th
Urizen exceeds his anger Hi th Luvah, "For t1aX' is energy hnslaved
but thy religion the first author of this war

&:,

the distracting

of honest minds/ into confused perturbation & strife
& pride:!

(120,1~2-1f.4r.

&:,

honour

Luvah's sin carl be redeemed, but Urizen's

"1-;;rror can never be redeemed" (120, I~8) unless Uri zen repents.

Shaw

(L~5)

Luvah I s sin is that his desires Irmr wi th reason, cr'eating corporeal
strife, but Urizen's error is that he sets himself and his religion
and his mystery up as god, to rule the universe.
Suddenly, ttrizen strives lito reassume the human" (1.;(;,121,2) •
. He repents:

lIGo 0 dark futtlriy I 1-Jill cast thee forth from these/
.-

'

Heavens of my brain nor Hill J, look upon futurity morel I cast
,

futuriy avmy and turn my back upon that void/ Vlhich

:t have made

for 10 futurity is in this moment."(IX,121,19-22).

This might

be the cry of the first existentialist.

urizen has seen,that

his f'ear of the unpredktable future, 1..]'hich pro~ted him to Heave
the ,·reb of religion, 1{aS a mistaken fear.
the infini te and unbounded,
the heavens.
1"-::>1"

II

(122,25)..

the last time.

fl

lie

seeks now lito view

(IX, 122, 21d, for IIhis Byes are in

His sons and he SO'H the seeds of life

l'Iow that Urizen has come back dOvIn to earth,

Ahania ret . . lrns to him..

Luvsn and Vala return to their proper place:
return 0 Love in peace

Into your place the place of seed not in the brain or heart
If gods combine against Han setting their' Dominion above,
The Ruman Form Divine Throlffi d01,-Jn from their high Station
In the Eternal heaven of Human

Imagination:~uried

beneath

In dark oblivion \1i th incessant pangs ages 'on ages
In Enmity & 1var first irJeakend then in stern repentance
They must renel,,! their brightness 8: their disorganizd functions
Again reorganize till they resu.me the image of the human
Cooperating in the bliss of man obeying his 'dill
Ser'vant to the infini te & Eternal of the

Hl'J.l1a....'1

(IX,126,7-17).

form.

In this passage Blake summarizes the poem:
themselves up as gods

t~A-\/wrshipped;

the zoas had set

but the tX'ue divini ty is the

human form i;.lbion, and the zoas must serve Albion in the eternal
heavens of hLlman imagination.

l'ian is what he actively WillJ to
I

be, and his desire is infinite.

Hhen man's faculties serve his

will, he lives in eternity. ('1'his 1fill· is an imaginative Hill,
not a spectrous 1-rill.)

Luvah and Vala return to their proper

place in the loins and are regenerated in the land of Beulah.
"

Here we see the

~tate

of organized innocence.

The images echo

those found in Albion I s lament, but nOlf they are seen throug.-h.
a regenerated

Val~:

"Rise up 0 Sun most glorious minister &
,

light of day/ FlovJ on ye gentle airs &:. bear the voice of my
rejoicing/ Wave freshly clear waters flowing around the tender
grass/ And thou SHeet smelling ground put forth thy life in
fruits c'c flovJers'i (IX,128,l~-7)..

No sinister undertones or

ironies mar this pic ture of nni ty.

Although sun, air, Hater', and

earth--once images of the natural lwrld--disappear in Eden, in
Beulah they represent the unity of the human form.
Next, Tharmas and Enion are regenerated as children of .
Beulah.

IIIn infant sorrOH

playd!!(IX,131,17).

&,

joy· al'ternate Enion &:. Th arm 8.S,

Tht;lrmas and gnion

can

nOtv,livc in

alter-

nating joy and 'twe'} 3{., their imaginations can give a form to
tcfJOe.

'rhe ,ioy of the lmagination beco1;ljes the binding force

of their beings; they can fulfill all their desires, and they
need no longer be tormented by jealousy.
the Horld humani zes 14i th him.

1tlhen Tharmas humanizes,

1"irs t, solid gives Hay to flux:

liTho roots shoot thick thro', the solid rocl{s, bUl'"'sting their Hay/

Shmf (L(/)

They cry out in joys of existence" (IX,132,27-20); eventually
Albion will learn, "that Han sUbsists by BI'otherhood and tlniversal
love • • • Han liveth not by self alone but in his brother's
face/ Each shall behold the Eternal F1ather &. Love' &. joy abound."
(IX,133,22; 133,25-26). This is Blrure's social message and it
takes the form of a dillet passionate statement of

~lake's

message.

In· the mids t of a barrage of images, many of l;Jhich may be obscure
to the uni tiated l"eader, this sort of statement is Vlelcomed.
Han, the vogetating seed, is finally regenerated in Univ0nsal
brotherhood, Hhich is the only truly human form of humanity.
In the m.yth, the zoas set to "lrlOrk to bring the final tiuman
harvest to fruition:
Urthona calld his sons around him Tb.armas calld his sons
Numrous. they took the ldne they separated the Lees
And Luva..~

HaS

put for dung 'on the ground by the Sons of
Tharmas

&Urthona

They fonned heavens of sweetest "lrJoods of gold & silver

&;

ivory
Of glass

&;

precious stones 'l'hey loaded all the vJaggons
of heaven
,

And tool{ aI,ray the T,line of ages i,ji th solenm songs

&;

joy

(IX,137,22-27)
But the Human Wine stood 't"lOndering in all their delightful
Expanses
The Elements subside the heavens rolld on vJi th vocal harmony
(IX,137,32-33).
This is an imaginative last harvest:

Luvah, as dying god, has

Shaw

died

fo~

(L~8)

the lRst time, ill1d now he fertilizes the ground for the

final rebirth of nRture.

The instincts of Albion are reunited

wi th his imaginative desires.
era of human creRtivity.~

Tharmas and Urthona herald a nevI

At long last, man is 'able to resume

his place of sublimity in .2den, alternating Vlith the pathos of
Beulah:
The sun has. left his blackness &: has found a fresher morning
And the mild moon rejoices in the clear & cloudless night
And Han Halks forth from midst of the fires the evil is
all consumd
His eyes behold the Angelic spheres arising night

&:,

day

The stars cons\lmd like a lamp blo'tm out and in their stead
behold
'I'he Expanding Byes of Man' behold the depths of Vlondrous
't'JOrlds
One iEarth one sea beneath nor Erring Globes Handel" but Stars
Of fire rise up nightly from the Ooean

&:,

one sun

, Ea,ch. morning like a NevI born Han is sues 'Hi th songs

t,:

J'oy

Calling the Plo',\'Y"i:,L tio his labour and the Shepherd to
his rest
-"
He Halks upon the Eternal l;lountains easing his
heavenly

voice
Conversing I'Ji th the Animal forms of 'VJisdom night 0:. day
That risen from the sea of fire rerreHd vJalk oer the Earth.
\

(IX,138,20-32).
Innocf'Xsce and desire are both restored to.their proper places;
the light of nightly fires and tho TIEn..] sun of morning replace

Urizen I S snowJ light or reason..

'rhe stars of reason give iday to

the expanding eyes of ma..Yl; music turns out to be man Y s heavenly
voice.

Blake believes that llhat man imagines is 'Hhat man

already knows (although fallen man may be severed temporarily
f'rom this knovJlcdge)..

Albion I s joy derives from seeing things

as they are (but IIthings as they are ll

is a misleading phrase

1'>1hen we are speaking of Blake, because "things as they are ll are
not the way

1-Ie

Urizenic thinkers think they are) ..

Whenever a reader responds ,to an image in a poem, he is
usually reponding to something alive in his

O1rm

mind.

For Blake,

the only thing alive is the mind (understood as the mental
reali ty 'l<'lhich includes the brain and the body)" so that all
Blake's images finally take the forms of that mind--eyes, voice.
The IIExpanding Eyes of Han behold the depths of wondrous 'Horlds 1~
and, becoming 1lJhat they behold, they are (and Albion is) the form
or image of the universe.

Blake has pushe~ to its imaginativ~

limit C. Day LevJis's comment, liThe image is the constant in
'~
all poetry, and every poem is itself' an image. 11 3 (,

Zous finally emerges as the image of the divine vision, vlhich is
the human form divine.
from

an~

In

the eternal state, the vwrld issues

returns to Albion in a perpetual ebb & flow based upon

man's expa.nded sen$os (even the structure of The
reflects Blake's insight:

l

i

'our Zoas

the world changes in accordance 'Hi th

vJho is looking at it and lrJhat state of mind that charcter is in.)
rfl).e strife of contraries, which keeps .Ii.lbion from
creates mental war to replace corporeal war.

stagr~ation,

!n a final mergance

of sub;ject and, simile, the sun rises each morning 1!liko Me }JeH

ShUVl (50)

born Han ll ,

(IX,138,28), to 'Halk upon "eternal mountains" (138,

30) and talk 'Hi th the

II

animal forms of Hisdom 11 (133,31).

Wi th

his imG.gins.tion, man can fulfill all his desires; 110.11 things
are changd even as in ancient times." (IX,138,40).
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Apocalypse, pp.236,2:37.
31.
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